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Early traditional genealogical legwork

* oral interview of grandmother while she was still alive about her maternal line
* gather birth, marriage, death, burial records for great-grandparents and second     
   great-grandparents
* review each document thoroughly; look at backs of photos 
* review all versions of a document (e.g., obituaries, funeral notices); review all     
   successive transactions (e.g., land records)
* look for other ephemera (greeting cards, postcards, address books, letters and       
   loose papers) - - research people named in these items to determine who they are
* stuck at second great-grandfather due to early death and lack of records

Ongoing traditional genealogical research

* newspaper databases - - rich resource of information (obituaries, wedding news,  
   graduations, anniversaries, family reunions, and more)
* use lesser-utilized sources such as probate documents and directories
* don’t overlook the value of land records; many digitized at FamilySearch.org
* search for obscure genealogy society websites
* thoroughly explore each website for lesser-known categories/collections
* remain open to finding resources in unexpected places
* make a timeline for your ancestor of interest and his/her family; review it often    
   and update it as necessary

* don’t overlook small details
* middle names can be clues
* occupations can be clues
* property descriptions can be clues
* name juxtaposition can be clues
* evaluate inconsistencies



Use family tree as a framework

* build family tree into a bush (Diahan Southard)
* concentrate research efforts to identify the children, grandchildren, great-             
   grandchildren and great, great-grandchildren of all siblings of your ancestor in     
   order to identify living DNA matches in that ancestral line
* utilize diverse sources to identify living people, e.g., obituaries, Find A Grave,     
   newspaper databases, online people-search sites (e.g., Been Verified, Spokeo,      
   White Pages, Radaris, etc.)
* utilize grouping tools and notes features for matches at all DNA sites where you  
   have tested
* build mirror trees for DNA matches who have sparse trees
* keep track of married surnames of female descendants in each generation

DNA legwork

* DNA test at multiple companies and upload DNA data to other DNA sites
* convince cousins to test; ideally, cousins who descend from different siblings of  
   grandparents and great-grandparents
* always review shared matches for each individual DNA match
* analyze shared matches to identify DNA match association to ancestral line in      
   question
* check shared matches early and often at each DNA company where tested!

* keep track of DNA match user names/aliases; DNA testees often use the same      
   alias at other DNA sites
* look at profiles of DNA matches
* matches with private trees can contain clues - - many private trees are named
* anonymous matches with initials or user names - - their profiles or named trees,   
   whether linked or unlinked, can provide clues
* message DNA matches with private trees, requesting to view their trees
* make sure your own tree is linked to your DNA results at all DNA sites

* look for matches at all the DNA vendor sites
* use a surname search for both matches and their ancestors
* search by spouse’s unusual surname to expedite finding matches
* pay attention to ThruLines clues (Ancestry DNA) and Theories of Family             
   Relativity (My Heritage)
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* utilize clustering tools and genetic groups
* use grouping, tagging, and notes features wherever available, both for DNA         
   match notes and family tree profile notes

Additional steps

* diagram cousin relationship to identified matches to show graphically degree of   
   cousinship
* post explanatory memo in gallery of your ancestor about DNA match-related        
   conclusions (remember to protect identity of living persons)
* be creative in use of custom event notes and custom tags; custom “event” notes    
   can be used for any category of additional information, including source notes
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